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As in other Interior Salish languages, the placement of stress in Moses–Columbian words seems at first glance to be highly erratic and unpredictable. Contrasting pairs of words such as those in (1), which contain identical morphemes but differ in position of stress, clearly suggest that some Columbian words need to be lexically specified for stress:

(1) a. kn wak’umnct 'I hid'
wak’mińct kn 'I perjured myself, I hid it inside me'
(kn 'I', wak'w 'hide', -min rel., -cut 'refl.'
b. kʷasq̓t 'how many days'
kʷañnasq̓t 'a few days'

(~/kʷin 'how many', -asq̓t 'day')

Closer investigation reveals, however, that in a large majority of cases stress assignment, while complex, is in fact predictable, particularly in words which contain two or more suffixes, and that the lexical idiosyncrasy exemplified in (1) is confined to a small set of forms in which it appears that a root followed by a suffix functions as a lexicalized unit. It is the purpose of this paper to describe the system that underlies stress assignment in

Columbian. In particular, I suggest that Columbian stress is determined by the interaction of morphological stress features, cyclicity, and the rule of stress assignment given in (2).

(2) Columbian Stress Rule (CSR)

(i) Stress the rightmost accented syllable or, in the absence of accented syllables,
(ii) stress the rightmost syllable

Earlier work on Interior Salish languages by Kinkade (1973), Thompson and Thompson (1986), and others, has proposed that in these languages both roots and suffixes are divided into three classes for purposes of stress assignment: strong, variable, and weak, such that strong morphemes are always stressed except when followed by other strong morphemes, variable morphemes receive stress in some positions and not in others, and weak morphemes are never stressed. In Czykowska-Higgins (1985) I attempted to confine these three classes into two: strong and weak, such that weak included both the traditional variable and weak classes. In this paper I argue that there are two types of roots — which I now refer to as accented and unaccented — and in addition, that there are three types of suffixes: accented, and cyclic [+dominant] or [-dominant]. Accented morphemes correspond to those traditionally classified as strong; the other types include both the traditional variable and weak classes. The work presented here is still in progress, and therefore the stress-behaviour of some morphemes is not yet fully understood (see §4 in particular); nevertheless, their behaviour does not seem to contradict the basic claims which I make below.

It is interesting to note that the stress system found in Columbian is similar to those of various Indo-European languages. As analyzed in Helvold (1987), Kiparsky and Halle (1977), Kiparsky (1982), and Halle and Vergnaud (1987), the stress systems of Russian, Sanskrit, and Lithuanian, for example, all also involve the interaction of cyclicity, morphological stress features similar to those that I suggest are needed in Columbian, and one rule of stress assignment (the precise nature of the interaction of these three stress-determining factors varies from language to language). The primary difference between all the Indo-European languages and Columbian is that in the former stress is assigned to the leftmost stressable element, whereas in the latter it is assigned to the rightmost stressable element.

I begin the paper with a brief Introduction to the morphology of Columbian. Section 2 focusses on words containing one suffix and shows that it is necessary to assume the existence of accented morphemes in Columbian. In section 3 I turn to words containing two or more suffixes and provide evidence that the CSR given in (2) is regular and cyclic. I suggest that there is a class of morphemes, referred to as [+dominant] which cause the deletion of stress assigned on previous cycles and at the same time trigger application of the CSR. In this section I also discuss the nature of "accent." Section 4 presents a third type of suffix, [-dominant], whose primary characteristic is that of not causing stress-deletion.

1 The transcription system and abbreviations used in this paper are as follows:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Components</th>
<th>label</th>
<th>coronal</th>
<th>velar</th>
<th>uvular</th>
<th>pharyngeal</th>
<th>glottal</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Stops &amp; plosives</td>
<td>p</td>
<td>t</td>
<td>k</td>
<td>kw</td>
<td>q</td>
<td>w</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Affricates</td>
<td>b</td>
<td>d</td>
<td>g</td>
<td>k’</td>
<td>ʔ</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fricatives</td>
<td>s</td>
<td>sh</td>
<td>h</td>
<td>t</td>
<td>k</td>
<td>w</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Reassonants</td>
<td>m</td>
<td>n</td>
<td>r</td>
<td>y</td>
<td>l</td>
<td>w</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Vowels</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>u</td>
<td>X’</td>
<td>[i]</td>
<td>C’ or C = glottalized consonant</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>a</td>
<td>t = lateral (vis) fricative</td>
<td>C’ = labialized consonant</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>e</td>
<td>c = [i]</td>
<td>p = [a]</td>
<td>j = retracted vowel</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>o</td>
<td>s = [i]</td>
<td>r = [a]</td>
<td>y = retracted vowel</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

2 The Indo-European stress rule is referred to in the literature as the Basic Accentuation Principle (following Kiparsky and Halle 1977). Halle and Vergnaud (1987a,b), to take one example, formulate this rule as follows: Stress the leftmost accented vowel or, in the absence of accented vowels, the leftmost vowel.
1. Columbian Morphology

The basic template of a Columbian word is given in (3); only the Root is obligatory:

(3) Prefix - √ Root - Primary - Lexical - In/Trans - Caus - Obj - Subj

Affix Suffix

While there may be several prefixes in a Columbian morphological word, none of the prefixes ever affects stress placement. For purposes of this paper prefixes will be considered to occur outside the domain of stress assignment, and will not be discussed further.

The Primary Affixes consist of an inflex and various suffixes which are always affixed directly to the root: -lix 'autonomous', -t 'characteristic', and -p/-p' 'inchoative'. The two variants of the inchoative are in complementary distribution (see Kinkade, this volume, for discussion).

Lexical Suffixes are bound morphemes with lexical referents (eg, -akst 'hand', -atk 'water', -t 'black', -atw 'race')

Reduplication

In the water, suffixes, details over do exist forms reduplication, discussion).

While the reduplicated C1VC2-prefix, sometimes of transitive root: -lix 'autonomous', -t 'characteristic', and -m must be followed by both an object and a subject (where C1, C2 refer to components in the root). C1- and C2-reduplication do not affect position of stress in a word; in the case of C1VC2-reduplication, stress sometimes falls on the reduplicated C1VC2-prefix, sometimes on the root, and sometimes on following suffixes. Details of the conditions under which stress falls on the C1VC2-prefix remain to be worked out.

The Intransitive and Transitive markers referred to in this paper are as follows: -m 'middle', -n 'control', -nn 'success', -min 'relational', -t 'simple transitive', -xlt 'redirective', -tul 'redirective', -xlt 'redirective'. These morphemes may cooccur in various combinations; several of them may be followed by -stu 'causative', and all but -m must be followed by both an object and a subject suffix. For discussion of the reduplication and of transitive inflection, see Kinkade (1980, 1982).

3 Columbian has three basic types of reduplication: C1-, C1VC2-, and C2-reduplication (where C1, C2 refer to components in the root). C1- and C2-reduplication do not affect position of stress in a word; in the case of C1VC2-reduplication, stress sometimes falls on the reduplicated C1VC2-prefix, sometimes on the root, and sometimes on following suffixes. Details of the conditions under which stress falls on the C1VC2-prefix remain to be worked out.

4 The object and subject suffixes are given below in both their stressed and unstressed variants - stu 'causative' is followed by special variants of 1g and 2g object suffixes.

Object Suffixes

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>caus</th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1g</td>
<td>-rot/1</td>
<td>-m</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2g</td>
<td>-st/s</td>
<td>-m</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3g</td>
<td>-s</td>
<td>-m</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5g</td>
<td></td>
<td>-s</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>obv</td>
<td>-mu/1</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>pl</td>
<td>-al/1</td>
<td>-t</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>pl</td>
<td>-uim/lm</td>
<td>-p</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>pl</td>
<td>-s</td>
<td>-s</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Subject Suffixes

While stress is on the suffix, it is not on the rightmost syllable of the word. Suffixes that end in [s?] consistently do not get stressed on this syllable. In Czyzkwoska-Higgins (1985) argued that the vowel [a] in these final [s?] syllables is epenthetic and therefore absent at the point at which the stress rule applies. A certainly epenthetic in the suffix -stul 'ground', which, if stressed, is always stressed on [a]. An alternative hypothesis, suggested to me by M. Dale Kinkade, is that [s?] is derived from [n] (cf.Upper Chehalis which has an -n suffix that has become a nominalizer). Other suffixes with final [s?] are -amn 'eyr', -eys 'head', -ldn 'skir', -uns 'egg', -am'mn 'gro', -awys 'name', -lw'ry/a 'ry', and -utly/a 'nom'. The final suffix in the list, -utly/a 'nom', is always stressed only on its first vowel; the [l] in this suffix is clearly epenthetic.

5 Notice that in (5), while stress is on the suffix, it is not on the rightmost syllable of the word. Suffixes that end in [s?] consistently do not get stressed on this syllable. In Czyzkwoska-Higgins (1985) argued that the vowel [a] in these final [s?] syllables is epenthetic and therefore absent at the point at which the stress rule applies. A certainly epenthetic in the suffix -stul 'ground', which, if stressed, is always stressed on [a]. An alternative hypothesis, suggested to me by M. Dale Kinkade, is that [s?] is derived from [n] (cf. Upper Chehalis which has an -n suffix that functions like a nominalizer). Other suffixes with final [s?] are -amn 'eyr', -eys 'head', -ldn 'skir', -uns 'egg', -am'mn 'gro', -awys 'name', -lw'ry/a 'ry', and -utly/a 'nom'. The final suffix in the list, -utly/a 'nom', is always stressed only on its first vowel; the [l] in this suffix is clearly epenthetic.

6 In some of the examples below, Intransitive or Inflectional suffixes (given in parentheses) follow a Root + Suffix combination; for reasons to be discussed in this volume, these affixes do not affect the placement of stress on the Root + Suffix combination and should be disregarded for the moment.

2. Accented Morphemes

Given the CSR in (2) one would expect that any form containing a combination of a root followed by a suffix would always be stressed on the suffix. And, in fact, the examples below illustrate, In a large majority of the cases stress is indeed assigned to the suffix in accordance with the CSR.

(4) a. lakalips hitting on head
   (lakal- 'hit', -alips 'back part of neck')
   b. cyarakt 'coiled (snake)
      (c- 'asp', yar- 'round', -akst 'hand')
   c. tar'dalá 'kick
      (tar'- 'kick', -dala 'body, side')
   d. nuwe's 'ferryboat cable'
   (nu- 'of', -we's 'middle')
   e. nüqün't liq'c 'sunburned back'
   (n- 'loc', liq'- 'burn', -kc 'back')
   f. áqiyás 'Negro'
   (áq'- 'black', -iy- 'face')
   g. suw'wswalnx 'whisper'
   (suw'- 'whisper', -wx 'autonomous')

There is a smaller number of forms, however, In which stress falls unexpectedly on the root. The examples In (5) contain the same suffixes as those In (4).

(5) a. skliwulps 'horse-mane'
   (s- 'nom', k- 'loc', skliw- 'r', -ulps 'back part of neck')
The roots in (5) which attract stress even when they are not in rightmost position in a word belong to the class of roots which Kinkade (1973) and other Salishanists have called strong. There are no surface characteristics which differentiate these types of roots from roots which do not take stress away from following suffixes. Thus, while it is generally true that stress-attracting roots contain full vowels (that is, [i], [u], or [a]) rather than [a], whereas roots that do not attract stress contain [a] or predictable vowels ([i] before /y/, [u] before [w], and [a] before back consonants), there are enough cases of stress-attracting roots with [a] (6a,b), and in particular of normal roots with full vowels (4a,e & 6c,d) that one must assume that the property of attracting stress is an idiosyncratic property which is marked on each stress-attracting root.

(6)  
(a) pâlinaʔat st xəʔot  'flat rock'  
(pəl- 'flat', -at st 'stone'; xəʔot 'rock')  
(b) čâʔat nēʔat  'cold hands'  
(čəʔat- 'cold', -at 'hand')  
(c) həw'liʔatm  'give birth'  
(həw'liʔ- 'make' -alt 'child' -m 'middle')  
(d) k̓̕pəsk'atəʔnəp  'big ears'  
(čəʔat- 'big', -atəʔnəp 'ear')

(7)  
(a) k̓̕x̑ət̑w̑aʔs(ə)n  'bib'  
(k̓̕t̑- 'loc', /k̓̕x̑- 'cover', -ət̑waʔs 'chest', -tn 'instr';  
 cf. k̓̕x̑ət̑w̑ 'thin layer (of scum) on water', k̓̕t̑- 'on', -at̑w̑ 'water')  
(b) kʷən̓ʔułt̑iyəʔ  'carry in hand'  
(ʻkw̓ən̓ʔ- 'grab, carry', -ułt̑iyəʔ 'LS'; cf. kʷən̓ʔaʔst 'pick up  
weapon', -st 'stone'; n̕əʔat̑w̑ 'in water bag; na- 'loc', -at̑w̑ 'water', -tn  
'instr')  
(c) kasməʔat̑w̑k̓̕(ə)n  'ruin s.o.'s rifle'  
(-məʔ- 'break', -at̑w̑ 'indirective', -st 'person', cf. (5e))  
(d) kʷən̓ʔaʔk̓̕(ə)n  'I took it away from someone'  
(ʻkw̓ən̓ʔ- 'grab, carry', -ət̑w̑ 'indirective', -k̓̕aʔ 'for him', -tn 'instr')  
(e) kʷət̑aʔl̓̕ułt̑in  'I brought st. to change back'  
(ʻkw̓ət̑- 'loc', ʻl̓̕ułt̑- 'return', -t̑ in 'inject';  
 cf. ġəʔl̓̕ułt̑in 'I returned it for him', -t̑ in 'inject')

It is worth pointing out here that, while in all the examples in (7) the accented suffix is directly adjacent to the root, such suffixes in fact always receive stress in a word, regardless of how many morphemes precede or follow them:

(8)  
(a) n̕əʔk̓̕x̑ət̑w̑aʔs(ə)n  'ride bareback'  
(n̕ət̑- 'loc', /n̕əʔ- 'sit', -at̑w̑ 'indirective', -st 'for him', -t̑w̑ 'ear')

---

[7] The unaccented variant of -ən̓ 'a' [m 'middle'] is derived as a result of the deletion of the unstressed initial [a], and vocalization of glottalized [w] into [ə]. Both vowel deletion and vocalization of glides are common processes in Columbian. Recall that C2-reduplication does not affect stress placement (see footnote 3).

[8] In their model, lexical foot structure is represented by assigning line 1 asterisks; see their work for details.
Recall that according to clause (1) of the CSR, in (2) stress is assigned to the rightmost accented morpheme in a word. In words where only one morpheme is accented, stress obviously falls on that accented morpheme since it is vacuously the rightmost, accented morpheme in the word. In forms containing an accented suffix as well as an accented root, stress always falls on the suffix since it is always positioned to the right of the root. The CSR thus accounts for all forms containing one or more accented morphemes.

The two suffixes in (7a,b) are the only lexical suffixes that I am sure are accented; in addition to the translitrizators in (7) other accented affixes are -wakw 'reciprocal', -wak 'reciprocal', -ül 'cause', -xään 'redactive'. So far I have found no examples of words containing two or more accented suffixes.9

Before going on to discuss forms containing two or more suffixes, I shall comment briefly on lexicalized Root-Suffix combinations. There is a small number of words in the corpus under investigation in which stress is assigned to the 'wrong' syllable. For example, in (Ia) above, since -wakw is an accented root, one would expect stress to fall on it and not on the unaccented -min. In kn wakw=mnct 'I hid it inside' it is not given that wakw=mn means 'hide within', but wakw=mn means 'hide inside, perjure', one can assume that the latter form has been lexicalized with stress on -min. In order to create a contrast in meaning between the two stems, stress is assigned by the interaction of the CSR and accent in the former case. Not all cases of 'wrong' stress placement are the result of a semantic contrast; in the examples in (9) stress is not assigned as expected, but there are no contrasting forms containing these particular Root-Suffix combinations.

(9) a. snxaråxan 'shield'
   (s: 'nom', n- 'loc', xår- 'cover', åxa- 'upper arm',
   cf. katxárk 'thin layer of (scum) on water' (7a))
   b. skatxän'ulp
   (s: 'nom', kat- 'loc', xår- 'cover', -ulp 'floor', cf. katxanqmn 'I cover closed box from top', -qmn 'top', -n 'inf1')

Examples such as (9a) and (9b) must also be considered lexicalized stems. In addition to such lexicalized stems, Columbian has a few lexicalized combinations of lexical suffixes (see §4).

9 Klade (1973) and Czyzakowska-Higgins (1985) assume that -num 'success' is a strong (i.e., accented) suffix. While it is true that it is stressed in all examples in which it occurs, I have found no examples which show unambiguously that it is an accented suffix; rather, in every case the fact that stress falls on -num could be explained by assuming that it is a cyclic ([+-dominant] suffix (see below). The status of this suffix thus requires further investigation.

3. [+Dominant] Morphemes

In Root-Suffix combinations stress falls on the root or on the suffix, depending on the accentual properties of the two morphemes or on the lexicalized status of the combination. When another one (or more) suffixes is added to a Root-Suffix combination, there are two possible outcomes: either stress shifts to the right from the Root-Suffix combination onto the newly added suffix, or it remains in place. Whether or not stress shifts rightward as a result of suffixation depends on the properties of the morpheme being suffixed. This section focuses on suffixes which trigger stress-shift.

Consider the following forms.10

(10) a. nžilytikw=tł 'washstub'
   b. nžilyatikw=tłqmn 'washstub'
   (s: -loc, *žily- 'wash', -atkw 'water', -tlqmn 'clothes' -tl 'instr. ')

(11) a. xʷirkstitm 'reach out'
   b. xʷirkstikw= 'reach into water'
   (xʷir-'reach', -škt 'hand', -atkw 'water', -m 'middle')

(10b) and (11b) show that affixation of a second suffix to a stem containing a root and one suffixal syllable causes stress to shift to the right, regardless of whether the root is accentuated. Thus in (11b) even though the root is accented, stress falls on the second syllable, just as it does in (10b), a form with an unaccented root. This shifting of stress to the right is a completely regular process. (12)-(19) provide additional examples of stress-shift in forms with both unaccented and accented roots.

10 The reader will notice that some suffixes seem to lose their vowels when they are unstressed, whereas others do not. Only unstressed vowels can be deleted, but there are other factors which seem to govern vowel deletion. For instance, all lexical suffixes (except -atkw 'stone') lose their underlying vowel when they occur in Root-Suffix combinations in which the root is accented and therefore stressed. However, some unstressed lexical suffixes, when followed by another, stressed, lexical suffix, like -atkw in (10), seem to retain their vowels, whereas other lexical suffixes in the same environment do not. Vowel-retaining suffixes are -e'atkw 'stone', -atkw 'hand' (the form xʷirkstikw= from (11) is the only exception), -azlæ 'true', -azlæw 'throat', -akw 'stomach', -apw 'bottom', -atkw 'water', -atkw 'fire', vowel-deleting suffixes are -alaq 'head', -læq 'people', -laq 'back', -qmn 'hand', -qmn 'bottic', -qmn 'face', -qmn 'mouth', -qmn 'instrument'; -w'atkw 'distal', -wam 'middle' surface in both forms. Whether or not an unstressed vowel is deleted is probably linked to syllabification; this is a subject for future investigation.
In all of the above examples, we find two lexical suffixes, or one primary affix and one or more lexical suffixes. In every case, affixation of the second or third suffix causes stress to shift rightwards. This kind of "layering" indicates that the CSR must apply cyclically; in other words, it must apply every time a new suffix is affixed. Furthermore, the fact that stress is assigned to the rightmost suffix on a particular cycle, regardless of where it was assigned on previous cycles, indicates that suffixes which trigger cyclic application of the stress rule must delete all previously assigned metrical structure before the CSR can apply. Following Halle and Vergnaud (1967a, b) and others, I refer to suffixes which delete previously assigned stress as [-dominant]. In §4 we shall see examples of suffixes which trigger cyclic application of the CSR but do not delete previously assigned stress.

The observation that stress shifts consistently rightwards with the affixation of a second suffix (i.e., on the third cycle) can be used to explain a fact that has puzzled Salishanists for many years; namely, why Infixation of the 'inchoative' allomorph -? - seems to cause a strong or accented root to function as if it were unaccented (see Thompson and Thompson 1986; Kinkade, this volume). As Kinkade shows, although -? - may be infixed into roots which in non-inchoative forms function as accented, all roots containing the -? - infix always lose stress to a following suffix.

If we assume that Infixation of -? - constitutes the second cycle of affixation, then an additional suffix added onto an inchoative form will always constitute the third cycle, and, if this suffix is [+dominant], will cause stress to shift rightwards onto it, just as in those cases where the second cycle is created by affixation of -? - autonomous', or of a lexical suffix. The other allomorph of the 'inchoative', -? -, and another mono-consonantal primary affix, -t, 'characteristic', function just like -? - with respect to stress assignment. As the following examples illustrate, a form containing -? - or -t - is never stressed on the root if there are additional lexical suffixes following (but see §4):

---

12 Cyclic assignment of stress rules is, of course, not unusual in languages of the world. In English, for instance, there is one class of affixes that behaves exactly like the Columbian suffixes (cf. grammar, grammatical, grammaticality; parent, pariental, parental, paternity).
low, deep', -t 'char:', -atkw'water') (ir 'dry', -t 'char', -ufax'ground, cf., naltik'fax'cracked earth)

The [i-dominant] class of suffixes includes most of the lexical suffixes, the primary
affixes, and -cut reflexive.13 (22) provides a derivation beginning with cycle 2 of (11b) to
illustrate the cyclic application of the CSR in combination with the stress-deleting properties
of the [i-dominant] morphemes (SDEL refers to stress deletion; D to the property of dominance):

(22) [xwlr-akst] → CSR → [xwlrākst] → [xwlrākst-ātk] → SDEL →
  +D
  [xwlrākst-ātk] → CSR → [xwlrākst-ātk] → xwlrākstātk

According to the derivation in (22), on Cycle 2, the lexical suffix -akst 'hand' is not
assigned stress by the CSR because the root xwlr- 'reach' is accent. -akst, however, is a
[i-dominant] morpheme, this is clear from forms such as (15b) kikāncnāks(n)
/kikān/ cīn-akst'ny. 'grab s.o. by wrist' in which -akst causes stress to shift rightwards
from the accent root onto it. A comparison of (11b) and (15b) raises the following question
if -akst is indeed an [i-dominant] and therefore stress-deleting morpheme, why is stress
assigned to an accent root when such a root is directly followed by this [i-dominant] suffix?
The fact that on Cycle 2, an accented root consistently receives stress over a
[i-dominant] suffix, whereas on Cycle 3 a [i-dominant] suffix consistently causes stress to shift rightwards
from the root requires explanation. The explanation suggested below is based on two
assumptions.

First, it is assumed in Halle and Vergnaud (1987a,b) for languages such as Russian and
Sanskrit in which morphological stress properties must be marked in underlying
representations, that cyclic application of stress rules is blocked from applying on the first
cycle (blocking is accomplished by the Strict Cycle Condition; see Halle and Vergnaud 1987a,b for details). In other words, Halle and Vergnaud assume that in such languages the rule(s)
assigning stress cannot apply until Cycle 2 and the affixation of a new morphological material.
Since Columbian has morphological stress properties similar to those found in Russian and
Sanskrit, one can assume that the same type of condition applies in the case of the CSR. This
brings us to the second assumption, one concerning the representation of accent in the language.
In §2 I mentioned two possible views about how accent should be represented. The

13 Although in many words -cut functions as if it were [i-dominant] (e.g., lamakndōt 'cut myself on the hand';
vām- 'cut', -akst 'hand' -ā `hit', -cut `hit'), there is also a large number of forms in which it is unstressed (e.g.,
ākān 'dry up and crack'; vākān 'dry', -a `related', -cut `hit'). This variable behaviour of -cut suggests
that this morpheme has two allomorphs, one which is [i-dominant] and one which is [i-dominant]. The conditions under
which the two different forms of the reflexive are found remain to be determined.
To conclude, I have shown in this section that there is a class of [+dominant] morphemes which behave in the following ways: 1) when directly adjacent to the root they receive stress if the root is unaccented, and lose stress to the root if the root is accented, 2) when they are the second, third, or fourth suffix in the word, they always delete previously assigned stress and as the rightmost elements in the form themselves receive stress by the CSR.

4.0 [+Dominant] Morphemes

The behaviour of the [+dominant] morphemes must be contrasted with that of another set of morphemes. Morphemes from this second set behave similarly to the [+dominant] morphemes when directly adjacent to the root, namely, if the root to which they are adjacent is accented, it receives stress. If it is unaccented, the suffixes receive stress:

(25) a. sādy'mix
   (s- 'nom', √āiy- 'write', -mix 'people')
   'school children'
b. sā'/c'axw
   (s- 'nom', √'c'c- 'visit', -mix 'people')
   'Cœur d'Alenes'

(26) a. kashaw'w'mix
   (kas- 'unrealized aspect', √haw'y- 'make', -mix 'imperfective')
   'he's going to be born'
b. kashaw'ly'mix
   (kas- 'unrd.', √haw'y- 'pray', -mix 'impf.')
   'he's going to pray'

(27) a. haw'lyx't(ān)
   (√haw'y- 'make', -xlt 'redir.', -n 'infnt')
   'I made it'
b. k'lyx't(ān)
   (√haw'y- 'return', -xlt 'redir.', -n 'infnt')
   'I returned st. to so.'

(28) a. chaw'lyst(ān)
   (√chaw'y- 'last a long time', -n 'infnt')
   'it lasted a long time'
b. acklčst(ms)
   ('they took me to X')
   (?ac- 'asp.', √klč- 'visit', -stu 'caus.', -ms 'infnt')

(29) a. haw'lym'n(ān)
   (√haw'y- 'make', -n 'relational', -n 'infnt')
   'I used it to fix it'
b. ch'lym'n(c)
   ('he's visiting me now')
   ('c- 'asp.', √ch'ly- 'visit', -min 'rel' -c 'infnt')

However, when preceded by one or more suffixes in the word, suffixes from this second set never cause stress to shift, even if, as in (30a) there is more than one such suffix in the word. In (30a), for instance, -mix 'people' is preceded by the lexical suffix -alqʷ 'tree' and stress falls on the lexical suffix, not on -mix; in (30b)-(30e) stress is determined by where it falls on the combination of Root + lax or Root + s, and not on -mix 'impf.'

(30) a. s̓t̓k'nta? dataList
   (s- 'nom', t- 'loc.', √k'nta? 'over there', -alqʷ 'tree', -mix 'people')
   'Canadian'
b. k̓snuw'lx'axw
   (kas- 'unrd.', √naw'ʷ- 'run', -lx 'aut.', -mix 'impf.')
   'he's going to run'
c. k̓sčlax'lx'axw
   (kas- 'unrd.', √lak- 'leave', -lx 'aut.', -mix 'impf.')
   'he's going to leave'
d. k̓shaw'lym'lx'axw
   (kas- 'unrd.', √haw'y- 'make', -alt 'child', -mix 'impf.')
   'she's going to give birth'
e. k̓sčnly'ällt'axw
   (kas- 'unrd.', √čnt '=' alt 'tel.','mix 'impf.)
   'he's going to wash clothes'
f. k̓č'áltaxw
   (k- 'loc.', [l- ' -alqʷ 'tree', -xlt 'redir.', -n 'infnt')
   'she's going to wash a dress' (cf. 10a)
g. w̓naw'wx'sn
   (c- 'asp.', √w̓w'ʷ- 'talk', -lx 'aut.', -stu 'caus.', -n 'infnt')
   'I'm talking to him'
h. w̓nax'mix̓n
   (w- 'tel. ' ' -mix')
   'I took it away'
(\k̓w'w̓- 'grab', -lx 'indir.', -min 'rel')
.i. ?çw'w̓s'nmsn
   (?ac- 'asp.', √w̓w'ʷ- 'talk', -cin 'mounth', -min 'rel', -stu 'caus', -ms 'infnt')
   'he's talking about me'

The reason that these suffixes never cause stress to shift is that they do not trigger deletion of previously-assigned stress. Consequently, when the CSR applies in a form ending with one of these suffixes, it vacuously reassigns stress to the rightmost stressed element preceding the suffixes (see (31a)). When these suffices are adjacent to roots, since there is no previously assigned stress in such forms, they function just like the [+dominant] morphemes seen in §3 (see (13b)).

(31) a. [k̓shaw'ly'ált] → CSR → [k̓shaw'ly'ált] → [k̓shaw'ly'ált-mix] → no SDEL → CSR → [k̓shaw'ly'ált-mix] → k̓shaw'ly'ált'axw
   (see (30d))

b. [k̓shaw'w'ý'mix] → CSR → [k̓shaw'w'ý'mix] → k̓shaw'w'ý'mix
   (see (26a))

Since the suffixes illustrated in (25)-(30) do not delete stress, they can be referred to as [+dominant].
While it is clear from the examples above that [-dominant] suffixes do not delete stress, it is less clear whether [-dominant] suffixes trigger cyclic application of the stress-rules, largely because there are few relevant forms in the data. Evidence concerning the cyclic status of [-dominant] morphemes should come from words of the form unaccented Root-
[-dominant suffix] [-dominant suffix]. If the [-dominant] morphemes are cyclic, then in words of this form stress will always fall on the first (leftmost) [-dominant] suffix, since on Cycle 2 [-dominant suffix] will receive stress by the CSR, and on Cycle 3 the stress assigned on Cycle 2 will be preserved due to the fact that [-dominant] suffixes do not delete stress. Examples of words containing two [-dominant] suffixes are given in (32); in these cases the leftmost suffix is assigned stress, providing evidence for cyclic stress assignment in the environment of [-dominant] suffixes (in (32a), for example, -xlt and not -wa is stressed, in (32b,c) -min and not -stu is stressed, and in (32d) -min and not -ulm is stressed):  

(32) a. ḍjyətzus \(\rightarrow\) 'he writes to him (obliative)\(^{15}\)  
(\(\sqrt{\text{djh}}\) 'write', -xlt 'redir.', -wa 'obv. obj.', -s '3sg subj.)  

b. yarmfístm \(\rightarrow\) 'we push him'  
(\(\sqrt{\text{yarm}}\) 'push', -min 'rel.', -stu 'caus.', -θ '3sg obj.', -m '1pl subj.)  

c. cək'n'amfısan \(\rightarrow\) 'I took hold of it with pliers'  
(tc- 'asp', \(\sqrt{\text{a}}\) 'bite', -min 'rel.', -stu 'caus.', -n 'inf!')  

d. yarmfístmm \(\rightarrow\) 'I push you (plf)'  
(\(\sqrt{\text{yarm}}\) 'push', -min 'rel.', -t 'trans.', -ulm '2pl obj.', -n '3sg subj.)  

However, there are also a few forms containing two adjacent [-dominant] suffixes in which the rightmost suffix is stressed (the components of the form in (33b) are unclear to me, but it seems to contain -min and -stu, with stress on -stu; cf. (32b,c)):  

(33) a. cəkmistlan \(\rightarrow\) 'I threw it for so. else'  
(\(\sqrt{\text{cak}}\) 'throw', -min 'rel.', -xlt 'redir.', -n 'inf!'; cf. cəkmístm 'I threw it')  

b. tlyamčístmn kacık'lcax \(\rightarrow\) 'I expected him'  
(\(\sqrt{\text{tlyam}}\) 'throw', -min 'rel.', -xlt 'redir.', -n 'inf!')

If forms such as these are not exceptional then they require us to assume that [-dominant] suffixes do not trigger cyclic application of the CSR. To explain stress assignment in such cases we would need to assume that the CSR applies only once after all [-dominant] suffixes have been affixed, thus assigning stress to the rightmost of these suffixes. There are two sets of facts which complicate the picture somewhat. The first involves inflectional and causative suffixes, the second involves the inchoative morpheme. In the examples above which contain the inflectional suffixes -wa 'obliative' and -ulm '2pl obj.', stress is assigned to the [-dominant] morphemes (-xlt and -min, respectively) preceding the inflectional suffixes. As mentioned, this stress assignment can be explained if we assume that [-dominant] morphemes trigger cyclic application of the CSR and further that the inflectional suffixes are [-dominant] morphemes. However, in words in which the inflectional suffixes are preceded by the causative morpheme, -stu, stress falls not on -stu, as one would expect given these assumptions; rather, stress falls on the inflectional suffixes:

(34) a. cəkswásts \(\rightarrow\) 'he throws it'  
(\(\sqrt{\text{cak}}\) 'throw', -stu 'caus.', -wa 'obv.', -s '3sg subj.)  

b. cəknásts \(\rightarrow\) 'he is feeding us'  
(tc- 'asp', \(\sqrt{\text{a}}\) 'feed', -stu 'caus.', -al '1pl obj., -s '3sg subj.)  

The fact that stress falls on the inflectional suffixes in such forms might perhaps be evidence that [-dominant] suffixes do not trigger cyclic assignment of the CSR. The problem with assuming that all [-dominant] suffixes are noncyclic, however, is that such an assumption would make it difficult to account for the fact that in forms containing -min and -xlt stress consistently does not fall on the inflectional suffixes, but instead falls on -min or -xlt (see 32). There are several possible explanations for this difference in the behaviour of -stu and of -min and -xlt. One possibility is that while the latter two morphemes are [-dominant] and cyclic, -stu and the inflectional suffixes may be [-dominant] and noncyclic. Another possibility, and the one which I shall adopt here, is that -stu is a [-dominant] cyclic suffix which has an additional property, namely that of being post-stressing.\(^{16}\) By post-stressing I mean that in forms such as those in (34), in which -stu is followed by inflectional suffixes that contain stressable elements, -stu causes the stress which has been assigned cyclically to it to shift to the right:

(35) /cak'n'rstuwäs/ → [cakn'stud] → [cakn'stud+wa]  
→ [cakn'stud+wa] → Post-stress → [cakn'stud+wä] → etc. → cakswásts

If there is indeed a category of post-stressing morphemes, then -stu is not the only such morpheme. Indeed another possible post-stressing morpheme is the inchoative, in both its allomorphs. I suggested in §3 that the -æ- infix found in inchoative forms constitutes a cycle, and for this reason, when [-dominant] suffixes are affixed to a stem containing the inchoative, stress falls on the suffixes, and not on the roots, even if those roots are accentuated (cf., nayd'æk' 'beer', katzʊš 'sakt 'foam'). If -Æ- constitutes a cycle, then when it is infixed into a root it must trigger application of the CSR, which will assign stress to the root vowel since no other vowel is available for stress-assignment. When a [-dominant] suffix is affixed it will delete the stress assigned to the root vowel, and stress will shift to the suffix. When a [-dominant] suffix is affixed to a root containing the inchoative morpheme, stress should

\(^{15}\) In this form, unstressed [a] is deleted and the glide [w] is vocalized to [u].

\(^{16}\) Post-stressing morphemes have been posited for Russian (see, for example, Melvold 1987) and Sanskrit (see Kilgasky 1992).
remain on the root vowel and should not shift to the [-dominant] suffix. The reason for this is that since [-dominant] morphemes do not delete previously assigned stress, they could not delete the stress assigned to a root vowel after inflection of -t-. As it turns out, however, [-dominant] suffixes following roots containing the inchoative morpheme are always stressed (the -p allomorph of the inchoative behaves just like -f-; see (36d)).

(36) a. cthq'axtnms  
   (c- 'asp', √tuq- '7', -t- 'inch', -xlt 'redir.', -ms 'nsfl.)
 b. nya't'súts  
   (n- 'loc', √ya'k- 'cross', -t- 'inch', -stu 'caus.', -s 'nfl.)
 c. scya'k'mix  
   (sc- 'asp', √ya'k- 'burn', -t- 'inch', -mix 'impr.')
 d. scl'ax'pmix  
   ((sc- 'asp', √'ax- 'grow', -dp 'inch', -mix 'impr.))

Interestingly, while -t 'characteristic' behaves like the inchoative when followed by [-dominant] morphemes, in the sense that [-dominant] morphemes affixed to stems ending in -t cause stress to shift rightwards away from the stems (e.g., nlaa'xw'úxax 'dried up lake'), it does not behave like the inchoative when followed by [-dominant] suffixes. As the following forms indicate, stems ending in -t get stressed on the root – as predicted if -t constitutes a cycle – when they are followed by [-dominant] morphemes.

(37) a. sòllaxw  
   (s- 'nom', √'ll- 'ill', -t 'char', -mix 'impr.')
 b. kashóyta'sxw  
   (k- 'loc.', √'hi- 'burn', -t- 'inch', -mix 'impr.)

The difference in the behaviour of the inchoative and of the characteristic morphemes can be explained if one assumes that, like -stu, the inchoative is a post-stressing morpheme. Notice that by assuming that -stu is a cyclic, post-stressing morpheme it is possible to put the inchoative and the causative together into one additional, but small class of morphemes. If, however, -stu were assumed to be a noncyclic [-dominant] morpheme, then it would still be necessary to provide a separate explanation for the behaviour of the inchoative.

To conclude this section on [-dominant] morphemes, I wish to consider the stress behaviour of a number of lexical suffixes. With the exception of -mix 'people', the [-dominant] morphemes discussed above were all in transitivizers or inflectional suffixes. In fact, a number of lexical suffixes are [-dominant] suffixes: -ln 'instrument', -xn 'foot', -lq 'nose', -lqst 'shin', -qín 'head', and -mix 'people; all of them except -mix and -qín contain no underlying vowels. As the following examples show, affixation of these morphemes does not cause stress to shift rightwards:

(38) a. ńl̓pi'ált̓ktn  
   (ń- 'loc', √l̓p'í- 'wash', -akʷ 'water', -tn 'instr.')
 b. sn̓al̓sati'xtkn  
   (sn- 'nom', na- 'loc.', √l̓a- 'sit', -l̓l̓x- 'aut.', -tn 'instr'; cf. 5g)

(39) a. kha'c̓a'gə'xwn  
   (k- 'loc.', √ha- 'tie', -qín 'top', -xn 'leg')
 b. st̓s̓x'my̓axtn  
   (st- 'nom', t- 'loc.', √á'by- 'black', -xn 'foot', -mix 'people')
 c. skwəpəpəlw̱q̓stn  
   (sk- 'nom', k- 'loc.', √wap- 'hair', -l̓q̓s̓t 'shin', -xn 'leg')

(40) a. pált̓əq̓n  
   (p- 'head')
 b. nta'm̓xʷqn̓áḵst  
   (n- 'loc.', √ta'm̓- 'worn out', -qín 'top', -ák 'arm')
 c. s̓háya'qn  
   (s̓há- 'flat', -ỵh- 'top', -qín 'head')

Almost all the forms discussed so far in this paper have contained no more than two lexical suffixes. Columbian does have a number of forms in which three lexical suffixes occur in most cases, in words containing three lexical suffixes the final suffix is [-dominant] and vowelless (see (41)). There are, however, a number of forms in which the final lexical suffix is [+dominant], of these only one form (42a) exhibits the expected stress assignment. In the other two cases (42b,c), stress falls on the penultimate suffix rather than on the expected ultimate suffix.

(41) a. nta'm̓xʷq'úsxn  
   (n- 'loc.', √ta'm̓- 'worn out', -qín 'top', -us 'face', -xn 'foot')
 b. k̓al̓m̕i'muyu'n̓sλ̓x̱n  
   (k̓- 'loc.', √̓l̓m̕- 'middle', -w̱s 'middle', -c̓ín 'mouth', -xn 'leg')
 c. kat̓s̓'xʷ'p̓u̕l̓'tn  
   (kat- 'loc.', √'k̓x̱- 'open', -qín 'head', -al 'cover', -tn 'instr.')

(42) a. ky̓ar'yar'n̓al̓m̕á'k̓stn  
   (ky- 'loc.', √yar- 'round', -qín 'head', -al 'tree', -ák 'arm', -n 'inf.)

17 There are two exceptional forms containing -qín 'head', in which it behaves as if it were a [-dominant] suffix: n̓kwxaxl̓ul̓q̓ts̓na '5-point buck', and n̓kl̓u̵'xt̓l̓ 'pack rope
b. nk*nnapūsn
   (in- 'loc', /k*n- 'grab', -ap 'base', -us 'face', -asn 'upper arm')
   'hold s.o. by arm'

c. skānpūn'uskst
   (ts- 'nom', /kān- 'round', -qūn 'head', -us 'face' -uskst 'arm')
   'ring'

To account for the penultimate stress assignment in forms like (42b,c) it seems necessary to assume that the lexical suffix combinations -us+(a)l,(n and -us+(a)kst are lexicalized compound suffixes which have stress lexically specified on the penultimate vowel. Evidence for this assumption comes from the observation that -usxn appears as a unit in the form snēpūsnx 'armpit' (the root is /s/); this is the only form containing two [+dominant] lexical suffixes in which stress falls on the penultimate rather than the ultimate suffix.

As I have tried to show in this paper, the stress system of Columbian makes use of three different morphological stress features: accent, [+dominant], and [-dominant] (and marginally a fourth feature: post-stressing). Once the morphological stress features of the morphemes in a word are known, the Columbian Stress Rule applies in a completely predictable fashion to assign stress to the word. Although there is no question but that stress assignment in Columbian is complex, given that morphological stress features are associated with each morpheme in the language, it is nevertheless clear that Columbian stress assignment is systematic.
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